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      Bm          A          Em       

e|-----7----------5----------7--------|
b|-----7----------5----------8--------|
g|-----7----------6----------9--------|
D|-----9----------7----------9--------|
A|-----9----------7----------7--------|
E|-----7----------5----------x--------|

For rhythm it s not difficult,from what i saw of the acoustic session :

e|----x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7----x-5-x-5-x-5-x-5---x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7--|
b|----x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7----x-5-x-5-x-5-x-5---x-8-x-8-x-8-x-8-x-8-x-8-x-8-x-8--|
g|----x-7-x-9-x-9-x-9----x-6-x-6-x-6-x-6---x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9--|
D|----x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9----x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7---x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9--|
A|----x-9-x-9-x-9-x-9----x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7---x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7--|
E|----x-7-x-7-x-7-x-7----x-5-x-5-x-5-x-5---x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--|

Intro:

e|---------12-14-12~--10~--9p10-9--------12-14-12~--10~--9p10-9-------|
b|---12~--------------------------12~----------------------------12~--|
g|--------------------------------------------------------------------|
D|--------------------------------------------------------------------|
A|--------------------------------------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------------------------------|

Bm                 A
In the right place, at the right time
Em
and the wrong place for long time
Bm                A
I need some space  to clear my mind
Em
I need some sunshine
Bm                 A
I m winding my way  out of the lanes
Em
of the main road
Bm               A
where in my face   the red lights the breaks
Em
that always say no

[ Chorus ] :



Bm                   A
we re ticking our boxes living in boxes
Em
thinking in boxes obnoxiously
Bm                A
put things in boxes looking at boxes 
Em                              Bm
people it s time you watch this
  A
I know you know
Em                                   Bm
we re in out on off and below these boxes
A
I know u know 
Em                         Bm
let s get out theses boxes
A
I know you know
Em                                   Bm
we re in out on off and below these boxes
A
I know u know
Em                         Bm
let s get out theses boxes

                 A
The future ain t what it used to be
Em
the past is blurry
Bm                  A
that s how it feels in my memory
Em
got to find my bearings
Bm             A
between the devil and the deep deep blue
Em
i m in pergatory
Bm               A
wrong plus wrong equals you
Em
end of story

[ Chorus ] :
Bm                    A     
we re ticking our boxes living in boxes
Em
thinking in boxes obnoxiously
Bm                 A
put things in boxes looking at boxes
Em                              Bm



people it s time you watch this
  A
I know you know
Em                                   Bm
we re in out on off and below these boxes
A
I know you know 
Em                        Bm
let s get out these boxes
A
I know you know
Em                                   Bm
we re in out on off and below these boxes
A
I know you know 
Em                        Bm
let s get out these boxes

[ For this part, first, very slowly... ]

Bm                   A
They want in we want out
     Em
I am out there, are you in?
      Bm             A
what about if you re in
            Em
I break you out I break you in

[... then, faster ! Just listen to it ]

Bm
Feel the sun, feel the wind, hear the birds when they sing
            A
let it bring tears to your eyes, salt to your skin
Em
have you ever been wondering if there s another thing, other than this routine,
we re all living in
Bm
sound like a string, make it count
A
make it win, dream big living it, say it proud like a king
                      Em
has there never been anything out of this mind out of this time, these confines
out of these lines.
                      Bm
Anything? Nevermind  

  A
I know you know



Em                                   Bm
we re in out on off and below these boxes
A
I know you know 
Em                        Bm
let s get out these boxes
A
I know you know
Em                                   Bm
we re in out on off and below these boxes
A
I know you know 
Em                        Bm
let s get out these boxes

I hope this is a good version ! This is my first tab

Matthieu.
mattmar@aliceadsl.fr
(You can rate it if you want)


